
Application as:

 Single
 Group/Collective/Duo

\\ name and surname:

\\ collective’s name*:

\\ collective’s members*:

\\ collective’s representative*:

\\ birthplace:

\\ birthday:

\\ city:

\\ address:

\\ nationality:

\\ telephone:

\\ email: 

\\ website:

\\ instagram:

\\ facebook:

\\ selected section(s): 

date> signature>

*fill just in case of application by Group/Collective/Duo

The participant hereby declares to have read the regulation of ISIT.OPENCALL#003 and 
undertakes to respect it in all its points.

Attach to this form the documentation of the chosen sections: The failure to submit 
all required documentation must be regarded as grounds of exclusion.

\\ artist

\\ designer/graphic designer

\\ illustrator

\\ photographer

\\ tattoo artist

\\ reporter/writer

\\ curator/critic

// APPLICATION FORM ISIT.opencall#003



Information provided pursuant to the articles 13-14 of GDPR 2016/679 (General Data 
Protection Regulation) for contemporary art opencall ISIT.OPENCALL#003

Dear Sir/Madam, pursuant to art. 13 of the 2016/679 EU Regulation and in relation to 
the information that will come into possession, for the purposes of the protection of 
persons and other subjects regarding the processing of personal data, we inform you as 
follows:

1. Purpose of the Processing
The data you provide will be used for the purpose and for the purpose of making it 
possible for you to participate in the contest in question and to inform you about si-
milar initiatives related to the ISIT project.

2. Processing methods
The modalities with which the personal data will be processed contemplate the sending 
of newsletters and informative emails as well as for retargeting initiatives through 
the Facebook ads platform.

3. Provision of data
The provision of data for the purposes referred to in paragraph 1 is mandatory for the 
purposes of communication relating to the competition and any refusal of the authori-
zation will result in exclusion from the competition in question.

4. Communication and dissemination of data
The data provided will not be subject to disclosure

5. Data Controller
The owner of the processing of personal data is ISIT.

6. Rights of the interested party
At any time, you may exercise, pursuant to articles 15 to 22 of EU Regulation no. 
2016/679, the right to:
a) request confirmation of the existence or otherwise of their personal data;
b) obtain information on the purposes of the processing, the categories of personal 
data, recipients or categories of recipients to whom the personal data have been or 
will be communicated and, where possible, the retention period;
c) obtain the correction and deletion of data;
d) obtain the treatment limitation;
e) obtain data portability, ie receive them from a data controller, in a structured 
format, commonly used and readable by automatic device, and transmit them to another 
data controller without hindrance;
f) oppose the processing at any time and also in the case of treatment for direct mar-
keting purposes;
g) to oppose an automated decision-making process relating to physical persons, inclu-
ding profiling.
h) ask the data controller to access personal data and to rectify or cancel them or 
limit their processing or to oppose their processing, in addition to the right to data 
portability; 
i) withdraw the consent at any time without prejudice to the lawfulness of the treat-
ment based on the consent given prior to the revocation;



j) to propose a complaint to a supervisory authority. You can exercise your rights 
with a written request sent to ISIT, to the postal address of the registered office or 
to the e-mail address info@isit.online.

I, the undersigned, declare that I have received the above information.
I, the undersigned, in the light of the information received

   I give my consent    do NOT consent to the processing of my personal data including 
those
considered as particular categories of data.
   I give my consent    do NOT consent to the communication of my personal data of pu-
blic bodies and
companies of a private nature for the purposes indicated in the informative note.
   I give my consent    do NOT consent to the processing of the particular categories 
of my personal data as indicated in the above information.

date> signature>

ISIT.opencall#003


